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US Prepares For Direct Intervention in Syria
As FSA proxies fail and psychological operations falter, US prepares more
direct approach for long-sought regime change
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As it becomes increasingly clear that last week’s “surge” by NATO-backed so-called “Free
Syrian Army” terrorists was a failed psychological operation, coordinated with meticulously
timed assassinations the day of the UN Security Council vote designed to stampede the
Syrian government out of power, the FSA’s foreign sponsors are preparing the public for a
more direct intervention while desperately attempting to maintain the illusion of chaos and
the imminent collapse of Syria’s government.

Video: Thierry Meyssan in Damascus, Syria. Please choose from “choose language” to see
English subtitles.

Contradicting NATO’s narrative, was Thierry Meyssan in Damascus, Syria who reported that
Syria’s continuity of government seamlessly moved forward after the assassinations last
week, and that state institutions are still standing and very much functional. He describes
Syria’s latest unrest as the result of a coordinated NATO-backed terrorist operation aimed at
creating confusion and panic, coupled with Western propaganda – and warns that more
operations are likely on the way.

The Telegraph’s, “Bashar al-Assad’s Syria is now in a death spiral,” and the Guardian’s
“Syria endgame: who and what will emerge from the ruins?” both desperately attempt to
write  off  the  Syrian  government  as  already  finished,  an  unsubstantiated  reoccurring
narrative being repeated daily by the West.  Both articles however,  categorically fail  in
qualifying their premises with subsequent facts – instead they depend on rehashing the
initial violence that accompanied last week’s assassinations – violence that has already
been adequately dealt with by Syrian security forces. 

In New York Times’ article, “US to Focus on Forcibly Toppling Syrian Government,” is all but
an admission that indeed NATO’s FSA terrorists have failed, and that what is in reality
imminent,  is  the restoration of  order  by the Syrian army after  over  a  year  of  foreign
subversion  and  armed  infiltration.  Essential  to  the  West’s  plan,  is  now  fabricating  a
justification  the  US,  Israel,  and  the  Gulf  despots  currently  do  not  have  –  to  more  directly
intervene before the limitations of NATO’s proxy forces are irrevocably exposed.

To achieve this, the Western media has decided to continue depicting Syria as “collapsing”
even as security has been fully restored in Damascus, border crossings retaken after NATO-
harbored terrorists  struck  from across  Syria’s  borders,  overrunning  small  platoon-sized
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garrisons, and now it is confirmed that bolstered Syrian border defenses near Daraa on the
Jordanian-Syrian border, entirely balked FSA terrorists.

Despite this, the Western media is still reporting “battles” in Damascus, that have “spread”
to Aleppo. Aleppo being another relatively unscathed city, is being purposefully attacked in
order  to  enhance  NATO’s  campaign  to  terrorize,  panic,  and  divide  the  Syrian  people.
Already, however, Syrian troops have begun security operations to surround and neutralize
terrorist elements, just as they have done already in Damascus.

But before the violence ebbs, at least, before the Western media finds it no longer tenable
to report battles that have subsided days ago, the West has stampeded through several
declarations.  New  York  Times’  article,  in  addition  to  admitting  more  direct  military
intervention is  being prepared,  admits that the US and France are putting their  proxy
“Syrian National Council” in place to lead a “transitional government.”

The West’s problem is that not a square-inch of Syrian territory is held by NATO’s terrorist
proxies – unlike in Libya where NATO proxies were operating out of Benghazi – raising the
specter that some larger military intervention emanating from Syria’s borders will  take
place. The most likely location of such an operation would be via Turkey to establish a seat
of power for the Western client regime.

To justify more overt Western intervention, an incredible amount of time and energy has
been invested in preparing the general public for the prospect of a “chemical attack.”Syria
has  never  deployed  its  chemical  weapons,  nor  does  it  stand  to  gain  from any  such
deployment, tactically, politically, or geopolitically. The only beneficiaries of such an attack
would be NATO, Israel, and the Gulf despots, who could then use it to justify the “forcible
toppling”  of  the  Syrian  government  they  now  openly  seek.  If  chemical  weapons  are
deployed in Syria, it will most certainly be the work of NATO and its FSA proxies, using
Libya’s admittedly pilfered and proliferated arsenal. 

The announcement that indeed the US and France are maneuvering their client regime into
place, while they plan on openly intervening on behalf of the so-called “Free Syrian Army,”
is the final nail in the “opposition’s” legitimacy, exposing them as place holders of Western
geopolitical aspirations in Syria, and in the Arab World. Earlier it was reported that the
Syrian opposition was literally being coached and tutored by the US State Department, via
the US government-funded US Institute of Peace (USIP) who is literally writing Syria’s “new”
constitution, as well as engineering the entire “transitional” process on their behalf.

Syria and its allies, should they remain resolved and react only to the actual conditions on
the ground can continue to  balk  Western ambitions by standing united,  as  they have
throughout their history. For now, it appears the West will be happy to divide Syria along
sectarian lines, forcing the government’s supporters to flee to ethnic enclaves. This means
that NATO death squads will be focusing primarily on attacking minorities – a campaign that
seems to have already begun. 

Above all, skepticism and vigilance is needed to objectively analyze further developments,
with further NATO machinations all but assured to follow.

The original source of this article is
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